James Baldwin was saying what we needed to hear decades ago. Will we listen now? This book was an assignment from Esquire magazine to cover the highly questionable case against Wayne Wilson in the Atlanta child murders. The case itself is being reviewed now. But Baldwin goes well beyond this investigation and trial to pull out the way systemic racism affects all sides and the nation as a whole. Evidence of Things Not Seen has been added to your Cart. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Buy used. Comment: Checked used book fully intact and legible. This book will have moderate wear, possibly including light dust/dirt on the cover, foxing(dust spots) on the edges, may have writing/markings/stickers. Possibly ex library book. I personally check all my books and this is a good used copy for personal reading or study. Not gift quality. Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) is a service we offer sellers that lets them store their products in Amazon's fulfillment centers, and we directly pack, ship, and provide customer service for these products. Paused You're listening to a sample of the Audible audio edition. Learn more. The Evidence of Things Not Seen: A Mountaineer's Tale Hardcover – 1 May 2002. by. W. H. Murray (Author). As in the first edition of the book, there are accompanying black and white photographs in this latest edition alongside appendices, book-ended by a new, emotive foreword by Murray's close friend Hamish McInnes, which makes for a welcome addition. There are vague parallels to be drawn with Murray's time spent away from his beloved mountains with what we are experiencing today, as the UN Secretary General proclaimed the COVID-19 pandemic to be 'the worst crisis since the Second World War.' You never know, you might write something worth publishing. The Evidence of Things Not Seen. A Mountaineer's tale. W.H.Murray. The Evidence of Things Not Seen is the autobiography of remarkable mountaineer, writer and environmentalist W.H. Murray. This article is about the book by James Baldwin. For the West Wing episode, see Evidence of Things Not Seen. For the CSI Miami episode, see CSI: Miami (season 1). For the Elementary episode, see List of Elementary episodes. The Evidence of Things Not Seen. First edition cover. Author. James Baldwin. John Flemming, “Review of James Baldwin, The Evidence of Things Not Seen”, The New York Times, November 24, 1985. v. t.